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a b s t r a c t 

The increased popularity of event-based social networks (EBSNs) connects online social communities with 

offline event activities, and makes it interesting and necessary to understand users’ event participation 

behaviors on this new type of online social platform, especially when groups are explicitly defined as 

event organizers and have declared memberships from individual users. Accurate event participation pre- 

diction can help guide more effective event participation, event organization, and community develop- 

ment. In this work, using data collected from the popular Meetup.com EBSN spanning three major cities 

with diverse cultures, we first conduct detailed analysis on group- and user-specified event behaviors. 

Based on this analysis, we propose a group-based event participation prediction framework that uses 

personalized random walk with restart on a hybrid EGU (event-group category-user) network to capture 

intrinsic social relationships, and fuses that with newly designed content and contextual features to pre- 

dict event participation by group members. Detailed evaluations using the Meetup datasets demonstrate 

that our prediction frameworks achieves high prediction performance with the proposed features. 

© 2017 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved. 
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. Introduction 

Event participation is collaborative work in nature, and un-

erstanding people’s event participation behaviors can offer valu-

ble new insights for effective event participation, event organi-

ation, and community development. The recent years have seen

ncreased popularity of event-based social networks (EBSNs), such

s Meetup [1] , Facebook Events [2] , and Douban Events [3] . These

ocial websites allow individuals or groups to easily create, man-

ge, or participate in diverse types of events. As such, a rich set

f event-related information becomes available, connecting peo-

le’s online and offline activities. For instance, Meetup has over

40,0 0 0 monthly meetups (events) and almost 3 million monthly

SVPs [1] . Fig. 1 illustrates the key elements in Meetup: users,

eetup groups, and events (meetups), as well as the types of infor-

ation associated with these elements. Users can become mem-

ers of different groups and RSVP for events hosted by different

roups. New event activities of a group will be pushed to the group

embers’ main pages; and group members can invite any regis-

ered user to attend the event. 1 The burst of social event media
∗ Corresponding author. 

E-mail addresses: jasonzhang@colorado.edu (S. Zhang), qin.lv@colorado.edu (Q. 

v). 
1 A user does not need to be a group member to RSVP for that group’s events. 

ut this is rare in our Meetup datasets. 
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nriches user experience and people’s awareness when interacting

ith the event [4] . Effective event participation not only enriches

sers’ experience, productivity, and quality of life, but also allows

vent organizers to attract more people and increase the impact of

heir events. Accurate prediction of user’s event participation can

e beneficial in terms of planning, advertising and crowd manage-

ent, and for individual users in terms of recommendation and

oordination among different groups of users and events. The chal-

enge lies in the fact that a large number of diverse events occur

t different locations and time, while users with diverse interests

nd location/time constraints or preferences cannot easily identify

he right set of events to attend. To support effective event search,

ecommendation, and organization, it is fundamentally important

o understand and predict users’ event participation based on the

ost influential factors. 

While there has been a lot of research on location based so-

ial networks (LBSNs) [5–7] , only a few studies exist for EBSNs on

vent participation prediction and event recommendation [8–11] .

ifferent methods have been proposed in terms of content, contex-

ual, and social feature extraction and multi-feature fusion. Most

f these works focus on the interactions between individual users

nd events. The notions of group and group membership are either

on-existent or directly embedded in the user-event modeling pro-

ess without an explicit group-based analysis or design. 

In this paper, to study group- and user-specific event behav-

ors, we have collected 12-month Meetup data in three major cities

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.knosys.2017.12.002
http://www.ScienceDirect.com
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/knosys
http://crossmark.crossref.org/dialog/?doi=10.1016/j.knosys.2017.12.002&domain=pdf
mailto:jasonzhang@colorado.edu
mailto:qin.lv@colorado.edu
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.knosys.2017.12.002
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Fig. 1. An illustration of the key elements in Meetup.com. 
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across three continents: New York, London, and Sydney. Using

these datasets, we analyze and validate that (a) groups have fo-

cused themes, (b) users have diverse interests, and (c) social fac-

tors play an important role in offline events attendance. Based

on this analysis, we construct a hybrid network connecting users,

group categories, and offline events, and utilize a personalized ran-

dom walk with restart method to model group-based social rela-

tionship between offline events and users. This social feature is fur-

ther integrated with our newly-designed content, spatial, and tem-

poral features, resulting in a unified framework for group-based

event participation prediction in EBSNs. 

Our paper makes the following contributions: 

(1) We have conducted detailed analysis using Meetup EBSN

data covering three diverse cities to identify the key group- and

user-specific features for event participation. Our detailed observa-

tions and analysis help us to discover patterns that play important

roles in user’s event attendance decision making and can facilitate

further studies on event-based user and group behaviors, commu-

nity development, etc. 

(2) We have designed a hybrid EGU (event–group category–

user) network and proposed the use of personalized random walk

with restart [12] , an extension of the popular link prediction al-

gorithm RWR, to model the group-based social closeness between

offline events and users. 

(3) We have proposed a group-based event participation predic-

tion framework. The framework effectively embeds and connects

group context features and social related features that we discov-

ered with historical event attendance logs. 

(4) We have implemented state-of-the-art context-aware rec-

ommendation systems to evaluate the proposed prediction frame-

work using real-world Meetup data spanning three major cities.

The results show our hybrid prediction framework provides high-

quality predictions for all three cities, and for users/groups with

different active levels. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. First we dis-

cuss related work. Then we present the problem formulation, the

datasets we collected, and detailed data analysis to capture latent

factors in people’s event participation behaviors. Next we present
 e
he design of the EGU-based social graph to capture latent social

eatures. Detailed evaluation results demonstrate high prediction

erformance of our method and contributions of the features we

ropose. Finally, we conclude this paper with discussion of some

uture work. 

. Related work 

Location-based social networks (LBSNs) have been a topic of

opular research in recent years, focusing mainly on activity recog-

ition and prediction, as well as point-of-interest detection and

ecommendation [5–7,13,14] . Please see [15] for a survey on rec-

mmendations in LBSNs. Although related to EBSNs, LBSNs usu-

lly focus on static venues that do not change, while the cold-start

roblem is much more severe for EBSNs due to the highly dynamic

ature of events. The work by Georgiev et al. aimed to recommend

arge events based on Foursquare check-ins and Twitter follow-

ng/follower graph [13] . Recent work by Guha et al. concentrated

n location surveillance concerns with check-in type location shar-

ng features [5] . This represents some early work in LBSNs to study

vents, but the settings generally differ from that of EBSNs due to

he lack of explicit notions of groups, events, and user RSVPs. 

Compared with the extensive research on LBSNs, there is lim-

ted research on EBSNs. The works by Du et al. and Yu et al.

roposed solutions for predicting event participation and invit-

ng more influential followers [8,11] . Their works were based on

he Douban Events network, which offers good content, contex-

ual, and host-participant social features, but there is no explicit

otion of group or group membership. Macedo et al. proposed a

ontext-aware solution for event recommendation in EBSNs [10] .

hey used the Meetup network and modeled the social factor by

he frequency of users attended events held by a specific group

nd user group preferences. Compared with previous works on EB-

Ns, we analyze group-specific event behaviors, propose the con-

truction of a hybrid EGU network and use personalized RWR to

ffectively capture the social relation, and fuse the social feature

ith newly-designed content and contextual features for accurate

vent participation prediction. 
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Table 1 

Notations for the Meetup data in a given city. 

Symbol Meaning 

U the set of users 

G the set of Meetup groups 

E the set of offline events 

C the set of group categories 

C ( g ) the category of group g ∈ G 
E ( u ) the set of events attended by user u 

U G ( e ) the set of users who are members of the group hosting event e 

N c u number of events attended by user u that are hosted by groups in category c ∈ C 
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Table 2 

Dataset statistics. 

City #groups #users #events #rsvps 

New York 3478 180,941 101,653 894,353 

London 2109 126,476 81,640 638,317 

Sydney 705 55,767 50,294 353,148 

Table 3 

Meetup group categories. 

Alternative lifestyle Health/Wellbeing Parents/Family 

Career/Business Hobbies/Crafts Pets/Animals 

Cars/Motorcycles Language/Ethnic identity Photography 

Environment LGBT Religion/Beliefs 

Dancing Literature/Writing Sci-fi/Fantasy 

Education/Learning Movements/Politics Singles 

Fashion/Beauty Movies/Film Socializing 

Fine arts/Culture Music Sports/Recreation 

Fitness New age/Spirituality Support 

Food/Drink Outdoors/Adventure Tech 

Games Paranormal Women 
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2 The Meetup API provides both RESTful HTTP and streaming interfaces which 

returns nearly all the data in JSON format from Meetup.com after necessary privacy 

processing. 
Our work is also generally related to group behavior analy-

is. For example, Massimi et al. studied online health and sup-

ort groups to understand the basis implications when designing

echnologies to support people who need physical or mental help

16,17] . Hsieh et al. explored a series of predictors of volunteer so-

ializers in Reddit, an online social news-sharing community [18] .

ou et al. analyzed the difference of community voting behaviors

n Doodle polls [19] . Zhang et al. studied group event scheduling

ia a newly designed OutWithFriendz mobile application [20] . This

ine of research is orthogonal to our work of event participation

redication, and insights gained from event-based group behaviors

ould be leveraged by our framework for further improvement. 

Context information such as social trust, location, and time has

een studied frequently in recent years for improving the per-

ormance of recommender systems. For example, SoRec [21] and

ocialMF [22] built a social relation graph to model social trust,

hich has been shown to further improve the performance of tra-

itional collaborative filtering methods. Liu et al. used random de-

ision trees to subgroup user-item with all kinds of context fea-

ures [23] . To evaluate the performance of our latent factors, we

mplemented several of those methods, which will be discussed in

he Evaluations section. 

. Meetup EBSN data analysis 

In this section, we first present the problem formulation and

ntroduce the datasets we have collected from Meetup. We then

resent a detailed analysis of group- and user-specific behaviors in

vent participation. The insights we gain in this analysis are used

o guide the design of our event participation prediction frame-

ork. 

.1. Problem formulation 

As illustrated in Fig. 1 , we consider three types of first-class

lements in the Meetup EBSN: users, online groups, and offline

vents. Each group is associated with a single group category and

ultiple tags. Each event is hosted by a specific group and de-

cribed by its time, location, and text description. Each user has

 home location and a set of tags. Each user can be members of

ultiple groups and RSVP for different events. Table 1 summarizes

he key notations we use to represent the Meetup data for each

iven city. Given an event e ∈ E , for each user u ∈ U G ( e ) (i.e., u is a

ember of the group hosting e ), our goal is to predict if user u

ould attend event e or not. Please note that we focus on making

redictions for group members instead of randomly-selected users

ince events are rarely attended by non-group members. 

.2. Data collection 

Established in 2002, Meetup.com has grown to be a very popu-

ar EBSN with active users and meetup events across many coun-

ries [1] . It aims to revitalize local communities and help people

round the world to self-organize via Meetup groups and events.
sing the Meetup REST API, 2 we have collected year-long (from

uly 2014 to June 2015) datasets covering groups, users, and events

n three major cities: New York, London, and Sydney. These cities

re located in three different countries with three different conti-

ents with various geographical and cultural differences. To ensure

ufficient data coverage, we only consider groups that have orga-

ized at least seven events and events that had at least three par-

icipants. Table 2 summarizes the data statistics of the three cities.

.3. Group behavior patterns 

To discover the underlying forces that attract users to specific

roups and the events they organize, we first focus our analysis on

roup behavior patterns and make three key observations with the

eetup datasets we have collected. 

bservation 1. Most groups focus on a single, specific theme. 

Each Meetup group belongs to a specific group category (see

ist of group categories in Table 3 . The group categories are pre-

efined by Meetup and they are exhaustive (33 total). Each group

an be associated with multiple descriptive tags. To understand

he focuses of different groups, we construct a tag-to-tag graph

here each node is a tag and there is a link between two tags if

hey are shared by the same group. We then apply the Newman–

irvan algorithm [24] on the graph to cluster the group tags. The

ewman–Girvan algorithm is a global measure for community de-

ection. Given a random network, some nodes can form a cluster

f the number of edges between them is larger than expected. The
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Social Media

Digital Media

Digital & Social Media
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New Technology

Hardware
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Sports and Recreation

Prenatal Yoga
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Mind and Body Transformation

Wine
Feng Shui
Yin Yang
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Becoming a MagicianMagicians

Anime
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Cult Movies
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breast cancer awareness
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Devotional Singing History

Russian Language
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Vinyasa Yoga
labyrinth walk and meditation

Table TennisPing Pong Party
Ping-pong and LOVE

PoetryIndiegogo

Entrepreneurship

Women's Networking

Buddhist Meditation

Men's Social
Being a Man

Russian Culture

Catamaran Sailing

Sailing Instruction
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Japanese Language
Asian Movies

Boats
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Taoist Healing Arts

Movie Nights
Foreign Films

Over 50's

Middle AgeRock Climbing
Outdoor Rock Climbing

Fig. 2. Tag-to-tag network for New York (Left) and London (Right). 

Table 4 

Tag-to- T ag network modularity. 

City New York London Sydney 

Modularity 0.63 0.71 0.55 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 5 

Group co-membership network modularity. 

City New York London Sydney 

Modularity 0.13 0.13 0.08 
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algorithm works iteratively by computing the betweenness scores

for the remaining network and removing the edge with the highest

betweenness score. Based on the communities detected, Newman

and Girvan also proposed an effective quality function for comput-

ing network modularity [25] , which can be used to measure the

strength of network division. The modularity can be computed as

follows: 

Q(C) = 

∑ 

i, j∈ N 
[ P i, j −

M i, j 

2 m 

] δ(c i , c j ) (1)

where N is the set of nodes, m is the sum of the weight matrix

M , P i, j = k out 
i 

k in 
j 
/m 

2 denotes the expected number of connections

between nodes i and j , and k out 
i 

and k in 
j 

are the out degree of

node i and in degree of node j , respectively. Function δ(c i , c j ) = 1 

if node i and node j are in the same community, and 0 otherwise. 

Fig. 2 shows the communities detected by the Newman–Girvan

algorithm, where tags with the same color belong to the same

community. Due to space limit, the figure only shows the results

for New York and London, while the Sydney dataset shows sim-

ilar characteristics. As can be seen in the figure, the group tags

form several large connected components (clusters) that are dis-

tinct from each other. This is also evident given the high modular-

ity values shown in Table 4 . For instance, for the New York net-

work shown in Fig. 2 , in the upper area, the “Breast Cancer” clus-

ter is only connected to more general concepts such as “Wellness”.

This may be explained by the fact that groups which care about

breast cancer would also be interested in healthy lifestyle. Simi-

larly, in the bottom area, the cluster “Magicians” only connects to

more general concepts like “Spirituality”. Based on these results,

we can conclude that most groups in Meetup focus on a single,

specific theme. 

Observation 2. Users’ interests are motivated by a complex set of

factors. 

Each Meetup user can join multiple groups. We can then con-

struct the group co-membership network, where nodes represent

groups and two groups are connected if they have at least 15

members in common. The reason to pick 15 as a threshold is that
e experimented with different threshold values: 10, 15, 20, 25.

sing 10 and 15 results in similar group networks while increas-

ng the threshold from 15 to 20 had a significant reduction of

roup-to-group edges (from 159,911 to 88,802) and thus limited

roup network information. Therefore we choose 15 as the thresh-

ld. Similarly to the tag-to-tag network, we apply the Newman–

irvan algorithm to color the group nodes with different clusters

nd compute the corresponding modularity. The results are shown

n Fig. 3 and Table 5 . Compared with the tag-to-tag networks in

ig. 2 , although we still see large connected components represent-

ng different clusters, the clusters are much more spread out and

ntangled with each other. And the modularity values low for the

roup co-membership networks, indicating that people’s interests

annot be captured by a single topic. Instead, users’ personal in-

erests are motivated by a much more complex set of factors. For

nstance, for a business woman, her career related to business does

ot define her. She may also be interested in breast cancer preven-

ion and detection, and parenting. 

bservation 3. Social factors play an important role in users’ par-

icipation of offline events. 

Given the specific focus of each group ( Observation 1 ) and di-

erse interest of each user ( Observation 2 ), we consider represent-

ng users’ interests by the combined group categories of each user’s

roups. Furthermore, groups are online, but the events they orga-

ize are offline. By participating in those offline events, users can

ave many face-to-face interactions, either seeing friends they al-

eady know in the group, or meeting new friends with similar in-

erests. According to a previous study [26] , users at Meetup tend

o focus on three main topics: making new friends, finding peo-

le with similar hobbies, and networking. Therefore, even though

o explicit relationships are declared among Meetup users, the

o-existence of group memberships and co-attendance of group

vents are good indicators of the social ties among users. We em-

loy the χ2 test [27] , which is a statistical test widely used to eval-

ate the likelihood that any observed difference between sets is

append by chance, to measure the significance of social relation

n event attendance. 
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Fig. 3. Group co-membership network for New York (Left) and London (Right). 

Table 6 

χ2 test for social relation (Significance Value = 0.05). 

City New York London Sydney 

Significance Rate 0.70 0.72 0.72 
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Fig. 4. Distribution of home-event distance vs. probability of event participation. 
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According to [28] , users with more common relations have

tronger homophily between them. We can then infer that two

sers are more likely to be friends or share similar interests if:

1) they joined more online Meetup groups in common and/or (2)

hey attended more offline events in common. 

core (u, v ) = α
| E(u ) ∩ E(v ) | 

| E(v ) | + (1 − α) 
| G (u ) ∩ G (v ) | 

| G (v ) | (2)

q. (2) defines the closeness between two users u and v , where

 ( u ) and E ( v ) denote the set of past events that users u and v have

ttended, G ( u ) and G ( v ) denote the set of groups that users u and

 have joined, and α is the parameter to balance the weights be-

ween common events and common groups. If the normed close-

ess is high (larger than 0.1), which means that the two users co-

ttended many events and groups, they would have a higher prob-

bility of knowing each other. Then for each user and the events

e/she attended in the test set, 3 we compare the attendance rate

etween his/her friends and non-friends using χ2 test. The results

re shown in Table 6 . We can see that for all three cities, social re-

ation is significant for more than 70% of the users. This motivates

ur design of the hybrid EGU network and the use of personalized

andom work with restart to model the social influence of event

articipation, which will be described in the graph design section. 

.4. Spatial factors 

Many real-world networks are known to exhibit some heavy-

ail properties. Previous studies have shown that users in LBSNs

re more likely to have check-ins near their homes and the check-

n distance probability follows the power-law distribution [13,29] .

sing the Meetup datasets we have collected, we analyze the dis-

ance between event locations and attendees’ home locations, 4 and
3 Details of splitting the training and test sets will be explained in the Evaluations 

ection. 
4 The user home location obtained through the Meetup API is the (estimated) 

atitude and longitude when a user registers at Meetup. As such, the home location 

ay not be the true home location and the estimation can be coarse. More precise 

ome location information can be helpful but is beyond the scope of this paper. 

 

 

s  

s

S  

w

iscover that the probability of users’ event participation given

pecific home-event distance also follows the power-law distribu-

ion. As shown in Fig. 4 , for home-event distances that are within

0 miles, which cover more than 85% of the events in all three

ities, there is a clear linear relationship in the log-log scale plot

etween home-event distance and probability of event participa-

ion. Based on this analysis, we propose the following model to

apture the spatial factors for event participation: 

p = k × d b (3) 

here d is the distance, p is the probability of a user attending an

vent given the user-event distance, k and b are unknown parame-

ers. When considered in the log scale, Eq. (3) can be transformed

o Eq. (4) , which follows the linear relationship: 

og p = w 0 + w 1 log d (4)

here w 0 = log k and w 1 = b . Let p ′ = log p and d ′ = log d, then

p ′ = w 0 + w 1 × d ′ (5)

The coefficients of the model can be learned via linear regres-

ion. Then for a user u ∈ U and an event e ∈ E , we can define the

patial score as follows: 

 l (u, e ) = k × d(u, e ) b (6)

here d ( u, e ) is the distance between u ’s home and e ’s location. 
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Fig. 5. Distribution of time duration between two consecutive events participated 

by the same user. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 7 

User–C ategory S core: an ex- 

ample. 

Meetup user: Marc 

Food/drink 0.357 

Tech 0.283 

Literature/writing 0.236 

Career/business 0.123 
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3.5. Temporal factors 

Event time also plays an important role in users’ decisions to

participate in an event or not. Earlier work has discovered that on

weekdays, most Meetup events are held in the evening, around 8

pm, and on weekends, the events are distributed more evenly dur-

ing the day [9] . Besides confirming this in our Meetup datasets,

we further analyze the time duration between each user’s consec-

utive event participation. The results are shown in Fig. 5 . We can

see that there is a peak every 7 days, indicating that users tend to

participate in events with a regular weekly pattern such as every

week, every other week, every month, etc. 

Based on the analysis above, we represent each event time as

a 24 × 7 dimensional vector � e t . For instance, if an event starts at

19:00 on Monday, then in its event time vector, the 24 + 19 = 43

th element would be 1 (we assume Sunday is the first day of the

week), and all other elements would be 0. 

Then the temporal preference of each user u can be represented

by the average of his/her past events attendance with the time de-

cay: 

�
 u t = 

∑ 

e ∈ E u 

1 

(1 + β) θ (e ) 
�
 e t (7)

where β is the time decay factor and θ ( e ) denotes the number of

days past. Integrating time decay here is meaningful because users’

temporal preferences may change over time and more recent in-

formation can better reflect users’ preferences. Then the temporal

score for user u and event e can be computed by cosine similarity:

S t (u, e ) = Cosine ( � u t , � e t ) (8)

The main idea is based on: If event e starting time matches user u ’s

temporal preferences, the corresponding S t ( u, e ) would be higher

and vice versa. This is similar to the method used in [10] . 

3.6. Content factors 

As we have mentioned earlier, each Meetup group and each

user are associated with a set of tags, and each event has a text de-

scription. Instead of measuring the content similarity between two

events (e.g., a new event and a previous event attended by a user),

we propose to measure the content similarity between users and

events, which better captures the latent semantic relationship be-

tween events and user interests. Specifically, each event document

consists of the event description, and each user document consists
he user tags and the user’s groups’ tags. Using Latent Dirichlet Al-

ocation (LDA) [30] , each event and each user are then represented

s a topic distribution vector that represents the corresponding se-

antic information. The content score between a candidate event

 ∈ E and target user u ∈ U can be measured by the cosine similarity

f their vectors: 

 c (u, e ) = Cosine ( � u , � e ) (9)

. Design of hybrid EGU graph and social score 

In this section, we present the detailed design of our hybrid

GU social graph for event participation prediction which effec-

ively fuses together group-based social factors. 

Our analysis has demonstrated that group categories and

roup/event-enabled user friendships play major roles in offline

vent attendance. Inspired by this analysis, we aim to quantify the

evel of attractiveness of events for users by measuring the close-

ess between them. This is accomplished by constructing a hybrid

GU network consisting of users, group categories, and events, and

unning personalized random walk with restart in the network to

ompute the event-specific attraction scores for different users. 

Note that we also considered using groups or group tags instead

f group categories in the network. The issue is that there exist

housands of Meetup groups and over 18,0 0 0 tags, which can be

ery specific. Using groups or group tags directly would result in

uch larger graphs and may generate over-fitted prediction mod-

ls. Furthermore, such highly-specific and highly-sparse graphs add

ittle cross referencing information beyond the standard user-event

articipation information. In contrast, group categories (33 total)

re globally defined at Meetup.com and when used in our social

raph model strikes a good balance between social specificity (e.g.,

roups as communities) and interest commonality (e.g., shared in-

erest within or across group categories). 

Next, we explain in detail the proposed scoring functions for

our different types of relationships in the hybrid EGU network, the

etwork structure, and the actual random work process. 

.1. User–Category Score 

This score captures a user’s preference for different group cat-

gories, and higher values indicate that the user is more inter-

sted in a group category and this user interest is significant for

hat group category. In other words, a user’s interest in a not-so-

opular group category carries more weight than his/her interest

n a highly popular group category. This notion is similar to TF-

DF. If we treat users as documents and group categories as words,

hen the importance of a category c for user u can be defined as:

core c u = 

N 

c 
u 

max { N 

c ′ 
u : c ′ ∈ C} × ln 

| U| 
|{ v ∈ U : N 

c 
v > 0 }| (10)

here N 

c 
u denotes the number of past events attended by user u

hat belong to group category c . A user’s interests can then be

odeled by his/her personalized scores for different group cate-

ories. One example is shown in Table 7 . The Meetup user Marc

arked himself with the following tags: “Craft Beer”, “JavaScript”,
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Table 8 

Event-category score: an example. 

Meetup event: Tibetan singing bowl meditation 

Health/wellbeing 0.424 

Community/environment 0.215 

Outdoors/adventure 0.183 

New age/spiturality 0.082 

Food/drink 0.033 

Singles 0.022 

Education/learning 0.021 

Career/business 0.018 
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Table 9 

Statistics of the constructed hybrid networks. 

City #Nodes #Edges #Sparsity 

New York 282,430 1,340,945 99.94% 

London 205,558 1,078,389 99.84% 

Sydney 108,245 675,962 99.46% 
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5 We also experimented with Meetup data in Tokyo, Japan, which is much 

smaller and has only 1/10 of the users as New York. Still, our method achieved 

good performance with 0.83 accuracy. 
Data Visualization”, “Classic Poems”, and “Technology Startups”,

hich are adequately captured by his user-category scores for

food/drink”, “tech”, “literature/writing”, and “career/business”. 

.2. Event–Category Score 

This score captures the importance of a group category for a

iven event. For a given event e , let U G ( e ) be the set of users who

re members of the group that hosts event e (i.e., event e ’s group

embers). If category c is considered more important by event e ’s

roup members than other users, then category c is more impor-

ant for event e . Specifically, 

core c e = 

|{ u ∈ U G (e ) : N 

c 
u > 0 }| 

| u ∈ U G (e ) | ×
∑ 

v ∈ U G ( e ) N 

c 
v ∑ 

v ∈ U N 

c 
v 

(11) 

One example is shown in Table 8 . The Meetup offline event:

Tibetan Singing Bowl Meditation” has different event–category

cores for eight group categories. Among them, the group category

health/wellbeing” has the highest score. This is reasonable since

his event is organized by the Meetup group “Sacred Karma Yoga”,

hich focuses on physical health and practices. Besides that, its

roup members also show high interests in topics like “commu-

ity/environment” and “outdoors/adventure”. 

.3. Category–User Score 

This score captures the importance of a user for a given group

ategory. The calculation is similar to that of the user–category

core, with a switch of order. Now group categories are regarded

s documents and users are regarded as words: 

core u c = 

N 

c 
u 

max { N 

c 
v : v ∈ U} × ln 

| C| 
| c ′ ∈ C : N 

c ′ 
u > 0 | (12) 

Intuitively, for each group category c , high weights are given to

he users who attended more events hosted by groups in category

 compared with other users for the same category and other cat-

gories for the same user. 

.4. User–User Score 

In Meetup, users do not have following or follower relationships

s Twitter does. Specifically, we define the closeness between two

sers u and v as Eq. (2) . Please note that in our equation, u ’s close-

ess to v is different from v ’s closeness to u . This is important since

 and v may be interested in different numbers of groups and par-

icipate in different numbers of events. Therefore, having one event

n common may be significant for one user (who only participated

n a few events), and not so important for another user (who par-

icipated in many events). 

.5. Structure of the hybrid EGU network 

To model the four kinds of social relationships discussed above,

e design a hybrid network which connects users, group cate-

ories and offline events, shown in Fig. 6 . Nodes represents offline
vents (left), group categories (middle) and users (right). Especially,

ser–User links, User–Category links, and Category–User links are

idirectional, and can have different weights for each direction.

o model the probability of user’s attendance, we normalize the

eights on each link by dividing the sum of weights on the out

inks. Table 9 summarizes the statistics of hybrid networks con-

tructed for each of the three cities, where the number of nodes

nclude offline events, group categories and users, and sparsity is

efined as the percentage of possible missing links between nodes.

he graphs are expected to have high sparsity because: (1) there

re no links between events; (2) there are no links between group

ategories; (3) there are no users if they are not co-member of any

roup. 

.6. EGU-based social score calculation 

Random walk has been successfully applied in a wide range of

reas such as recommender systems [31,32] and information re-

rieval [33,34] . It is an effective way to measure the relevance be-

ween nodes. The random walk with restart (RWR) approach as-

umes that a random walker would sometimes jump back and

estart at some node. At each step, the walker would either restart

t one node (with probability 1 − β) or move to a neighboring

ode (with probability β). One iteration involves taking an esti-

ated PageRank vector � v [35] and computing the next vector by:

 

′ = βM 

�
 v + (1 − β) � e (13)

here M denotes the transition matrix, � e is the vector with jump

ack available nodes set to 1 and the others set to 0. 

Personalized RWR is an extension of traditional RWR [12] . In

he hybrid EGU network we constructed, the walker will start from

n offline event node (left). In each step, the walker would jump

o the adjacent nodes or jump back. Eq. (13) can be directly used

n PRWR by setting other nodes in 

�
 e to 0. We set parameter β to

.85 by experience, which has been widely used. Our intuition is

hat if a user node can be easily reached via edges, the user has a

igher probability to attend the offline event. Then the social score

etween user u and event e can be defined as: 

 s (u, e ) = P ageRank e (u ) (14)

here PageRank e ( u ) is the Pagerank score of user u after running

RWR starting from event e . 

. Evaluations 

In this section, we evaluate the event participation predic-

ion performance of our proposed framework using the Meetup

atasets that we have collected from New York, London, and Syd-

ey. 5 We first discuss the evaluation methodology, before present-

ng the evaluation results in detail. 
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Fig. 6. An illustration of the hybrid EGU network. 
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5.1. Evaluation methodology 

For the Meetup dataset collected for each of the three cities,

we split the dataset into three subsets. For every group, we ran-

domly select 80% offline events and attendees pairs that are used

for training, 10% of the data are used for validation and parameter

tuning, and the remaining 10% data are used for testing. Our social

prediction model utilizes the knowledge that some users have al-

ready decided to attend an event (i.e., user RSVPs that can be seen

by others), and random splitting make it possible to obtain par-

tial user-event participation information for training. Meanwhile,

the collected user-event pairs are regarded as positive samples. The

number of positive user-event samples are 890,600 for New York,

631,212 for London, and 348,132 for Sydney. To train the classifier

without bias, for each event, if the number of attendees is k , then

we would randomly select another k users from that group who

did not attend the event to form negative user-event pairs. 6 Using

the testing set, for each event hosted by a group and each user

who is a member of that group, a binary YES or NO decision is

made in terms of whether the user would attend that event or not.

We then compute four different metrics to evaluate the prediction

performance: accuracy, precision, recall, and F1 measure . As stated

before, we choose to evaluate the prediction performance for group

members of an event instead of random users in the system, since

users who are not members of a group rarely attend events hosted

by that group. 

Since our work focuses on the design of new features and their

integration, to evaluate the end results of event participation pre-

diction, we implemented several traditional or state-of-the-art rec-

ommender methods, each of which has been shown to be effective

in its specific settings. We then incorporate our newly-designed

features into these methods as appropriate. 

• PMF [36] is the basic probabilistic Matrix Factorization method,

which only considers user-event attendance results. 

• BiasedMF [37] incorporates user and event biases into MF,

which only considers user-event attendance results. 

• SoRec [21] embeds social trust network into MF, which incor-

porates both user-event attendance results and simple social re-

lationships. 

• SocialMF [22] studies trust propagation with MF, which incor-

porates both user-event attendance results and simple social re-

lationships. In SoRec and SocialMF, the social relation network

is built by Eq. (2) . 
6 If less than k users exist in the group who did not attend the event, we ran- 

domly select the remaining users from other groups. This is very rare. 

5

d  

t  

c

• GLFM [38] A latent factor model for group-aware event rec-

ommendation by using two kinds of latent factors to model

the dual effect of groups: user- oriented perspective and event-

oriented perspective. 

• MF-EUN [39] A hybrid collaborative filtering model, namely,

Matrix Factorization with Event-User Neighborhood by incorpo-

rating both event-based and user-based neighborhood methods

into matrix factorization. 

• SoCo [23] is the state-of-the-art context-aware recommender

method. Random decision trees are applied to provide contex-

tual based user-event subgrouping. All features discussed in the

previous sections are incorporated. 

.2. Overall prediction performance 

We first compare the overall prediction performance using dif-

erent context-aware recommender methods. As discussed in pre-

ious sections, our proposed framework uses four types of fea-

ures: content (C), location (L), time (T), and group-based social

eature (S). Here we implemented four traditional methods as our

aselines: PMF, BiasedMF, SoRec and SocialMF, which consider less

ontextual information as discussed. We also compare the perfor-

ance with state-of-the-art context-aware recommender method:

LFM, MF-EUN. All these prediction/recommender algorithms have

een widely used in recent years. 

Fig. 7 shows the event participation prediction performance of

ifferent methods using four different metrics in three cities. As

an be seen from the figure, SoCo, by integrating all the features

e proposed, performs best across all four metrics in all three

ities, achieving 0.91 accuracy in New York, 0.87 accuracy in Lon-

on and Sydney. In comparison, methods with less context infor-

ation do not provide good performance. For example, in New

ork, the accuracy of SoRec is 0.67 while SocialMF is 0.73, and the

recision of SoRec is 0.68 while SocialMF is 0.73. We observe sim-

lar trends in all three cities. 

The parameters used in our experiments are determined by a

rid search using the 10% validation sets. The following equation

arameters are set up for New York, London, and Sydney respec-

ively: In Eq. (9) , the number of topics T we choose for LDA was

0, 75, 60 for the three cities. The value of α is typically set to

0/ T while β is set to 0.02. In Eq. (7) , the time decay parameter α
efines the decreasing speed of past event’s importance according

o the time span and is set to 0.03, 0.01, and 0.005 for the three

ities. 
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Fig. 7. Prediction performance comparison among different methods. 

Fig. 8. Prediction performance comparison by SoCo among four individual features and different feature combinations: content (C), location (L), time (T), social (S), C + L + T 

fuses the C, L, and T features, and C + L + T + S fuses all four features (C, L, T, S). 
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Table 10 

#Events attended per user. 

City New York London Sydney 

Average #Events / User 6.95 8.34 6.32 

Standard Deviation 15.73 14.91 22.55 

Table 11 

#Events hosted per Group. 

City New York London Sydney 

Average #Events / Group 29.82 38.75 39.16 

Standard Deviation 54.15 61.73 65.54 
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.3. Contributions of different features 

Our proposed framework fuses together four different types of

eatures: content (C), spatial (L), temporal (T) features, and the so-

ial feature (S) computed via hybrid EGU network. To understand

he individual contributions of different f eatures, we conduct ex-

eriments using individual C, L, T, S features, as well as the fused

eatures of C + L + T and C + L + T + S (both using the well-performing

oCo algorithm for multi-feature fusion). We ran 10-fold cross val-

dation under each experimental setup and report the average val-

es for the four prediction performance metrics. 

Fig. 8 shows the results for the three cities. We can see that all

our individual features contribute to the prediction performance,

hile our proposed temporal feature with time decay and group-

ased social feature via RWR achieve better performance than that

f content and spatial features. Using the social feature alone al-

ows us to achieve > 0.70 performance across all four metrics in

ll three cities. The temporal feature is the best-performing fea-

ure among all the four individual features, achieving > 0.76 accu-

acy for all three cities. This result demonstrates the importance of

he temporal feature for EBSNs: event time is an important factor

or users to determine whether to attend an event or not; and the

ffect of time decay should be considered as recent patterns bet-

er predict users’ preferences for event participation. Furthermore,

 + L + T + S outperforms C + L + T significantly in all three cities for

ll four metrics, which demonstrates the effectiveness of the EGU-

ased social feature we have developed. 

.4. Impact of user and group activeness 

In EBSNs, it is natural to have users who participate in more

vents than others, and groups that host more events than oth-

rs. This is demonstrated by the large standard deviation values in

able 10 and Table 11 , which show the average and standard devia-

ion of the number of events attended per user and the number of
vents hosted per group for the three cities. The different activity

evels of users and groups may lead to different performance when

redicting different users’ participation in events hosted by differ-

nt groups. To understand how our proposed solution performs

nder these different scenarios, we evaluate the prediction perfor-

ance for users and groups with different activities levels. Fig. 9

hows how the predication accuracy changes using SoCo for users

ho have attended different number of events and for groups who

ave hosted different number of events. We expect better perfor-

ance for more active users and groups, since more training data

re available for those users and groups. As shown in Fig. 9 , the

rediction accuracy increases from below 0.85 to above 0.90 as

sers’ and groups’ event activities increase. This is reasonable since

ore event activities by users and groups offer more insights into

sers’ event participation behaviors, which can be captured by the

roposed method. Besides that, it is good to note that even for

sers who attended at most 5 events and groups that hosted at

ost 25 events, our solution still achieves above 0.80 accuracy. 
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Fig. 9. Prediction performance comparison for (Left) users who have attended different number of events, and (Right) groups that have hosted different number of events. 
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6. Conclusions and future work 

This work aims to address the problem of predicting users’

event participation in event-based social networks. Using Meetup

datasets collected from three cities with diverse cultures, we have

conducted a detailed analysis of group-based event behaviors, as

well as users’ content, spatial, and temporal preferences for event

participation. Based on this analysis, we propose a group-based

event participation prediction framework that (1) constructs a hy-

brid EGU network and utilizes personalized random work with

restart to infer the social closeness between users and events; and

(2) fuses together four types of newly-designed features (content,

location, time, social) to make a unified prediction regarding users’

event participation. Evaluation results using the Meetup datasets

demonstrate that (1) the proposed prediction framework achieves

high prediction performance in all three cities; (2) the group-based

social feature obtained via EGU is an important factor for predict-

ing user event participation; and (3) the framework performs bet-

ter for active users and active groups but still achieves good pre-

diction performance for inactive users and inactive groups. 

Our work offers valuable new insights into the increasingly

more popular EBSNs and demonstrates the effectiveness of predict-

ing user event participation. As our future work, we will continue

studying group-based behavior patterns and exploit those patterns

for further improvement of our prediction framework. We would

like to investigate specific city, culture, group characteristics that

impact event participation and integrate them for better predic-

tion. Further analysis using more precise user home location infor-

mation (e.g., via user mobility traces) would be helpful. Our cur-

rent evaluation used random splitting of the user-event pairs, fur-

ther investigation that strictly follows the temporal ordering would

be interesting. Finally, we would like to investigate better fusion

strategies and how the proposed prediction framework can be uti-

lized for more effective event recommendation and organization. 
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